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Abstract 
Legrand, A., Differential graded modules over a nonconnected differential graded algebra, 
Journal of Pure and Applied Algebra 72 (1991) 53-66. 
Let A, be a not necessarily connected differential graded algebra. To each ,I*-differential 
graded module we associate ‘characteristic’ classes which are invariants of the quasi-isomorph- 
ism class of this module and determine the Pontrjagin product by the 0th and the first homology 
group of A,. We use them to determine the differential d, of homology spectral sequences uch 
as the Serre spectral sequence or the Bore1 equivariant spectral sequence. This is done without 
classical hypotheses uch as a one-connected base or a connected group. 
Introduction 
The homology of a G-bundle, where G is a topological group, is related to two 
kinds of ‘characteristic’ classes: 
classes determined by the associated principal bundle, and 
classes determined by the G-structure of the fibre. 
Consider for instance the differential 
of the Serre spectral sequence of the G-bundle X+ E-, B. First supposing G is 
connected, let 8: E H’(B, q, (G)) be the characteristic class of the associated 
principal bundle and let qq(X) : H,(G) @ H,(X) + I$ + 1(X) be the Pontrjagin 
product determined by the G-stxcture of X. In [3] Fade11 and Hurewicz show the 
following relationship: 
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(cap-product defined by the map q4). Second, if G is discrete and B not 
simply-connected, the characteristic class of the associated principal bundle 
belongs to H’(B, q(G)). 
wi(Hq(m9 H,+,(X)) to 
6’ n, txj SO that 4 
In [‘i’], we have already assciated a class e,(X) E 
the G-structure of X. This cla: defines an operation 
In this paper we consider the case of a general arbitrary group. More generally, 
we begin by considering a &-differential graded module M,, where A, is a 
differential graded algebra and we define classes (Definition 1) 
If Xis an O(n)-space, we have $(X) = e:(X) + 0:(X) where e:(X) and e:(X) 
are respectively associated to the 0( 1) and the SO(n) induced structures. In the 
case of the natural left O(n + &-structure of the Grassman manifold GJ !R?) 
the classes $( G,R”fp) are zero (Proposition 16). 
If E is an O(n)-bundle and the coefficients are ZZ the differential is given by 
where w1 
principal 
15). 
d?= wr O-kWJl, 
and w2 are the first and second Stiefel-Whitney classes of the associated 
bundle, 0 is a composition product and n is a cap-product (Theorem 
These classes are related to the Hochschild cohomology of H&i,) by an exact 
sequence (Theorem 5). We deducl= from this that, if A, is connected, 8,(M,) is 
identified with the Pontrjagin product Hl(A,) 63 H,(M,)-, H,+,(M,) and when 
A* = A, (‘discrete case’) 8,(M,) equals the class defined in [5, Theorem 21. 
The classes 8,(&J define products. This allows us (cf. Theorem 12) to 
determine the differential d, of the homology spectral sequence of a twisted 
tensor product C, @I M,. The twisting cochain t : C, * A, is defined on a 
differential graded coalgebra whlich is projective when considered as a graded 
module. In particular, classes 8,(M,) determine the differential d, of the Serre 
spectral sequence of a Kan bundle. ‘I‘hey also determine the differential of the 
Bore1 spectral sequence of the equivariant homology H,(B(A,)@, M,) of the 
A,-module M,. Each fixed class c E H,(M,) determines a class e(c) E 
H’(H,(A,), H,+,(M,)), which is the image of 8,(M,) by a suitable projection 
(see (6) in Section 3). The class e(c) is ~1 obstruction to represent c by a fixed 
cycle (Proposition 13). This gives a rel ,.ion between Bore1 homology and fixed 
cycles. 
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1. Characteristic classes of a A,-dg module with a nonconnected A, 
Let A, be an associative graded algebra with identity on a hereditary ring k (we 
write simply dg algebra). We consider only left &-differential graded modules 
which we denote by A+-dg modules or simply dg modules if A* = k. 
A sequence of A*-dg modules is exact if the sequence of underlying dg modules 
is exact, that is to say if the sequences of boundary and homology modules are 
exact [2]. A dg module is projective if its boundary and homology modules are 
projective. We get enough projectives in the category of A*-dg modules by 
considering A,-dg modules which are isomorphic to a tensor product A, 8 P,, 
where P, is a projective dg module [9]. 
Let M,, N, be A+-dg modules and R,, + M, be a A,:-projective resolution. 
The graded module Ext:*(M,, IV,) is the homology of the double complex 
Kp*q = Homi*(R,,., N,). Let K*Vq be the subcomplex of K** formed by the 
A*-dg modules morphisms R,, + N, which are of degree 4. This complex is 
graded by the resolution degree of R, *. The inclusion K* *’ + K”* yields a 
morphism 
Hp(,*-q)+ Ext:f’(M,, N,) . (1) 
A p-extension of A*-dg modules is an exact sequence % of A*-dg modulzs 
The degree q of % is the sum of the degrees of the A,-morphisms Q(;, 0 5 i 5 p. As 
the resolution R** is A,-projective, we can associate to % a class in HP@*“). 
The image of this class is a class 
This class is functorial in A,, (M,),, N,, and depends only on the quasi- 
isomorphism class of these arguments [9]. We call { %‘} the characteristic class of 
the extension %. In the category of graded modules this characteristic class 
determines the equivalence class of the extension. 
Now let q be an integer and M, be a A*-dg module. We define the extension 
gq(M.J of degree -1 of A*-dg modules by the following diagram: 
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where H,+,(M+J is a A*-dg module via the projection A** &(A,), 
M, + 1 lB, + ,(A4 .+) $ ZJ M, ) becomes a A*-dg module via the induced operation 
and B,(M*.@ ZJM,) becomes A,-dg module via the operation 
(b + Z) = dh,b + A,b + A,z 7 
i 
where Ai E Ai, b E B,(n/i,) and z E Z,(M,). 
The projection B,(M,) 43 ZJM*)+ H,(M,) is a A*-dg module quasi-isomor- 
phism. Thus the characterization class of 8JM,) belongs to Extf,*(H,(M,), 
H4+ ,(M,)). If in this module, we impose the degree 0 to HJM,) and to 
H,.,(M,) instead of the degrees q and q + 1, the total degree of Exti*(H,(M,), 
H,,,(M,)) is augmented by one. 
Definition 1. The class 
(degree H,(M .J = degree Hq + ,(M,) = 0) is called the qth secondary class of the 
AS. -dg-module M *. 
Remark 2. The dg module AS = Al ldA2 63 A, has a dg algebra structure such that 
the projection A.+_-, Ai is a dg algebra morphism. The A*-dg modules, which 
define the extension EJM,), are in fact Ai-dg modules. This implies that we 
could define 8,(M,) as an element of Ext$(H,(M,), H,+,(M,)), but it can be 
seen immediately, from the first part of Theorem 7 (see Section 2) that this 
module is isomorphic to Fxtf,*(H,(M,), H,,,(M,)). 
If the underlying graded module of M, is k-projective, there exist other 
charticteristic lasses of the A+-dg module structure. These other classes are in the 
Hochschild cohomology of Ho(A*) and are obtained from the exact sequence of 
the universal coefficients 
@-+E~t(H,(W.)~ H,+,VWd~~Hq+lW,~ H,+ UKJ) 
-+Hom(H,+,(MA H,+,(M*))-+O 7 
which is a sequence of HO(A,)-H,(A,)-bimodules. 
Definition 3. We call qth primary class of the A*-dg module M, the class 
t@,) E H’V4,(&.)~ ExV,W,), H,+,(M.))) , 
(3) 
which is equal to S(id, y+ ,tM ,). The operator S is the boundary operator of the * 
Hochschild cohomology exact sequence of HJA,) which is associated to the exact 
sequence of coefficients (3). 
Remark 4. If M, is projective as a k-graded module, the exact sequence (2) splits 
over k. Thus we can show that the secondary classes of Definition 1 are precisely 
the classes which are defined in [6]. 
Consider the following morphism as determined by the Pontrjagin product of 
the &dg module M,: 
The first theorem compares the three invariants B,(M,), Bi(M,) and q,(M *). 
Theorem 5. Let M * be a A, -dg module and suppose that H,,(A, ) is k-projective. 
(1) Writing Hj instead of H,(M * ), there exists an exact sequence 
L H’(f&(A*h wH,- H,,,)) 
03 Horn H,,(.r*)-H,,(.i*)(H1(A*)~ HomU-& H,,,)) 
+ H”(H,,(&), ExtW, 7 Hq+ 1)) - 
(2) If M, is k-projective as graded module we have 
Yu$W*)) = tpf*) + 77qW*) ’ 
where y is the third morphism of the above exact sequence. 
The first part of this theorem is obtained from the spectral sequence introduced 
in the following lemma using standard arguments. 
Lemma 6. Let K and L be H,(A,) -modules of degree 0 considerered as A, -dg 
modules via the projection A,+ N,(A,). If H,(A,) is k-projective, there is a 
spectral sequence converging to Ext,+(K, L) and whose E,-terms are given by 
Ecq4 = Ext~*~,,*,_~~lc,~.,(H,o, Hom(K7 L)) 
The second part of Theorem 5 is a corollary of another construction of the 
secondary classes given in [6, Definition 41. In this reference O&M_+) is repre- 
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sented by a derivation 
which is deduced from the noncompatibility of a k-splitting of (2) with the 
operation of A,. The derivation 8 gives the derivation 
and a morphism 
One can show that S, represents 8@4,) and that 6, equals q&M,). 
Roof of Lemma 6. Let P,, be a A,-H&I,) projective resolution of &(A,) SO 
that each (P,), is isomorphic to a tensor product A, C3 S, @ H,,(A,), where S, is a 
projective dg module. As HO(A*) is k-projective, a H&A,)-projective resolution 
of k is also k-projective. Thus the A, -dg module P,, @HO(n,I Q*, which is equal 
to A, (23 S, @ Q.+., is A,-projective. If we write 
then R,, is a A .-projective resolution of K. The spectral sequence of the lemma 
is associated to the filtration by the resolution degree of the following complex: 
2. The connected and the ‘discrete’ cases 
These two particular cases are respectively H,-,(A,) = k and A, = AO. The 
properties of the secondary classes are given in the following theorem: 
Theorem 7. Let M * be a A, -dg module, OJM,) the qth secondary class and 
q4(M *) the morphism given by the Pontrjagin product (4). 
( 1) There is an exact sequence in which Hs (M *) and H4 + ,(M *) are simply 
noted Hq and Hg + , as follows: 
O-E&,~,~.,JHq~ H,,,)~Ext:*(H,~ H,,,) 
s Horn Ho(.,*)-H,,(n*t(H*(A*), Hom(H,, H,+,)) 
* Ext;&l.,(H,, H,+,) 
and where v(t$(M,) = q,(M,). 
(2) If A, is connected, then v is an isomorphism, which identifies e&M,) with 
rl,(W. 
(3) If A, = A,,, I_C is an isomorphism which identifies 8,(M,) with the following 
2-extension class of &-modules : 
Remark 8. It results from the third part of this theorem, that in the ‘discrete’ case 
the secondary classes are the opposite of the classes already defined in [7] in the 
case of an unitary nongraded algebra. 
The remainder of this paragraph is devoted to the proof of Theorem 7. 
The exact sequence introduced in the first part of Theorem 7 is obtained by 
classical arguments from the following spectral sequence which was defined by 
Eilenberg-Moore [9]: 
Ei.* = Ext;P(.,*,(H,, H,,,) *Ext::q(H,, Hq+l) ’ 
If the graded module M, is k-projective, the second assertion of part 1 is a 
corollary of Theorem 5. If not? it can be seen that for a graded algebra r* and a 
graded module K = K4 63 Kq+ *, there is a canonical isomorphism between 
Horn,,_&& Horn&, K,,,)) and Extk’(K,, K,,,) which assigns to a r*- * 
structure on K, the r* extension 
O-K,,, tKq+,-O-O 
0-O-K --+Ky--+o. 
4 
Now we can easily see that v(eq(M,)) is the above extension where r* = &.(A,) 
and K, = Hq@Hq+,. 
The third part of Theorem 7 is a consequence of the following lemma: 
Lemma 9. Let us consider 
in degree q and q + 1, 
an extension of A,-dg modules which are nonzero only 
Suppose that the following extension is induced at the homology level: 
o- H,,,(A*)-H,+,(B*)-O-0 
o-o- H,(B*)- H,(c*k-+o - 
Then, if we associate to the characteristic class of the A,-dg modules extension the 
class of the ‘L-extension of A,-modules, 
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o+ H,+,(A*)+ Bq+,ZBq+ H,(C*)-+O, 
we obtairz art isomorphism 
Extll,, (C,, A,) = WI{, (HJC,), Hq+,(A*)) - 
Proof. Let P,, and R, be &-projective resolutions of C, and H&J. 
Note: 
a** l p**+ p*-,.* the &-morphism of resolution of P,, , 
d,: P*.;j+? P,., the internal differential , 
5 : * the extension of A,,- ‘g modules , 
ES the 2-extension of &-modules . 
Let 
be respectively a ,ii,-morphism above 1, (c,) and above the projection 
C, + H,( C,). First, one constructs A,,-morphkms 
r: Po.q+l +43 q+l ’ - h: P,,,-+B,+, ; P:P,.q-+A,+l ’ 
SO that 
dcjq+ ,r = ao.q - jqv,uo ; 
h = v,u, + rqq ; 
. 
ly+lP = h. 
Next, one defines a A,-morphism f: P,,+ &+ above 1,. by 
f 0.q = v,u, + d,r ; f. q+l = 4, ; . 
f, q+d*P; . f I.q+l = I4 * 
For the module Horn:& P**, A,) the morphism v2u2 represents the class 5: and 
the mol phism f, , * the class 5 : *. Then the lemma is a consequence of the relation 
dp = fi., +fi.s+, - US% . ’ 
3. Products, homology of a twisted tensor product and fixed classes 
Let C, be a differential graded coalgebra which is k-projective as a graded 
module. Also let A, be a dg algebra, let t: C, + A* be a twisting cochain [l] and 
. 
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c-s uog!sodo.Id u1o-13 s]Insam lDnpo.Id-deD aye qli~ 'u J 30 uoye~a~ ay,~ l sauaroay~, 
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7ty@(*v)‘~ wsydrow aye ql!M 0 30 uo;;e~jyuap~ ayl ‘l.wd 1s~~ ayl UI -eu~ 
30 uoyyap aye u10.13 Ala~e~paunu~ s]lnsaI uoprsodoId syl 30 lred puo~as ay,~ 
q ‘(7°‘~*3)“-*H~(~“‘~*3)*H~(7 
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When -4, is a connected dg-algebra the determination of the second differential 
in the homology spectral sequence of C, 8, M, is given by Brown’s calculation [l] 
(for reference see also [3,8, lo]). The case of an algebra concentrated in degree 0 
is studied in [7]. The following theorem unifies these two results: 
Theorem 12, Let C, be a differential graded coalgebra, which has the property of 
being a k-projective graded module, let A, be Q dg alge pa, let a: C,-+ A, be a 
twisting cockain and let M, be a A, -dg module. The diff~~e~~~ia~ 
( for the definition of I’ see Remark 10 and for OJM * ) see Definition 1). 
Proof. We can replace M, by the A,-dg module Mi constructed from M, by 
M;,, + M,,,IB,,,(M,) 
The differential of ML is induced by 
moduie 
and M; = Z;(M,). 
the differential of M,. We call D, the A*-dg 
(refer to the last column of (2)). As C, is projective we have an exact sequence 
OjC,~,H,,,(M,)~C,~,M~~C,~,LZ,-,ii. (5) 
The nonzero E’-terms of the homology spectral sequence of C, 8, Mi are 
concentrated on two columns. Hence we obtain a long exact sequence which is 
precisely the homology exact sequence associated with the short sequence (5). 
be 
Now, let R,, be a A,-projective resolution of D, and let u,,: R,,+ ‘Z$V,) 
a A,-morphism above id,*. Consider the morphism C, 8 u,. from C, 0, R,, 
to the dg-module defined by (5). We can verify that C, 0 u,. * represents the 
boundary operator of the homology exact sequence of (5), and that u,_ * 
represents I+( M,). Then Theorem 12 is established by calculations following the 
definition of n, (M,J as given at the beginning of this paragraph. Cl (I 
We get the Bore1 equivariant homology H,(B(A,) 69, M,) of the A*-dg module 
M, when C, is the bar construction B(A.+) of the dg algebra A, and t is the 
canonical twisting cochain B(A,) + A,. Theorem 12 then shows that the differen- 
tial dz of the Bore1 equivariant homology spectral sequence of M, is determined 
by the secondary yth class of M,. Suppose & be an augmented dg algebra with 
an augmentation E* . A, -+ k. A fixed cycle z of the A * -dg module M * is a cycle of 
M, which verifies AZ = E( h)r for each A E iI,. We will show how the fixed cycles 
modify the differential of the Bore: spectral sequence. Let e E H&M,) be a fixe 
class of H.&W,), i.e. hc = EN, h being an element of H,(A,) and E being the 
induced augmentation. Then the A,-equivariant morphism k -+ HJM, ), applyin 
on c the unit of k, determines a morphism 
*))-+ Extf,.(k. &+ ,(M+J) . w 
The following exact sequence results from Theorem 7: 
and, since c is a fixed class, the image of 8,(M,) under the morphism (6) 
determines uniquely a class 
fw E H2WdA,h H,+,W*N 
which we can interpret as an obstruction to represent c by a fixed cycle. 
Proposition 13. The class 6(c) of the jixed cla,rf~ c E Hq (M *) is zero if c is 
represented by a fixed cycle. 
Proof. Let z be a cycle in the class c and fixed by A,. The morphism 
k-, B,(M,)$Z,(M,), which sends 1 to z is a A*-dg modules morphism. The 
pull-back of the extension (2) by this morphism is a &-splitting extension which 
represents the image of 6JM,) by the morphism (6). q 
4. Homology of a bundle with a nonconnected structurall group, the O(n)-case 
We begin by interpreting the previous results for Kan simplicial bundles. Let G, 
F and 7 : B-, G be respectively a simplicial group, a G-simplicial set and a 
twisticg function [8]. The characteristic class of 7 is an element [d] of 
H’(B, q,(G)). Let us denote by G”’ the simplicial group built on the first two 
stages of the Postnikov tower (?r,(G”‘) = nJG) if i = 0, 1 and 0 if not). We 
design WG”“, the simplicial classifying set of the group G (? Let [ 7’1 E 
[B, wG’2’] be the class of the twisting function 7 composed with the projection 
G+ G”! From the Postnikov decomposition of WG”’ we deduce an exact 
sequence 
H’(B. q(G))--+ [B, wG(*)]-, H’(B, q,(G)) . (7) 
The class [ $1 is a generalized characteristic class ‘above’ [r ‘1. The singular 
complex of B with coefficients in k is denoted by C,(B). In the theory of the 
previous section we set C, = C,(B), A, = C,(G), M, = C,(F) and l the twisting 
cochain determined by T. Then 7’ determines the twisting cochain t” (cf. Remark 
10). 
We write 8,(F) and [T’] noqfF, for $(M,) and t2 $(,,,,,. We denote H,(F) the 
homology of F with coefficients in k and H$(B, H,(F)) the homology of B in the 
local system determined by rl. Theorem 12 yields immediately the following: 
Corollary. The differential d2 : Hc (B, H,(F)) + Ht_2( B, Hq+ ,(F)) of the Serre 
spectal sequence of the Kan fibre bundle B xi F is given b,v 
d, = [r’] n, (F) . 
4 
Now suppose that G is tht: semi-direct product G, x rr of the unit component 
G, of G with a discrete group rr. It follows from [S, Proposition II-S], that wG(*) 
is a group bundle with base space K(rr, 0) and with fibre space an Eilenberg-Mac 
Lane group K( rrl (G), 1). The exact sequence (7) splits and we can write 
[T’] = [Tf] + [T’] , 
where [of] E Hz,(B, q(G)) is a secondary characteristic lass. This class takes its 
values in the local system of coefficients determined by 7’. 
The exact sequence of Theorem 7 also splits and the qth secondary class of the 
G-simplicial set F verifies 
B,(F) = 8;(F) = O:(F) 
where O:(F) is an element of Hom,_,(H,(G), Hom(H,(F), H,+,(F))) canoni- 
cally identified with the group Hom(H,(G,), Hom(H,(F), H,,,(F))). Via this 
identification e:(F) is determined by the Pontrjagin product of the induced G, 
simplicial set F. As for 6:(F), it belongs to Extt(H,(F), H,+,(F)) and is the qth 
secondary class of the induced p-simplicial set F. 
Proposition 14. Suppose G is a semi-direct product G, X r, then 
Although the same notation is used for the product n,,,,, and neotFj (as they 
are particular cases of the product-defined in Section 3) \hey can bg separately 
defined as distinct products: nHl(FJ is a cap-product and nHZtF) is a composition- 
product (cf. Proposition 11). ’ 
Now we consider an O(n)-bundle with an O(n)-fibre X. We take for G and F 
the singular simplicial objects determined by O(M) and X and we set k = Z2. We 
have O(n) = SO(n) x O(l), where 0( 1) is identified with the sub-group of O(12) 
which moves only the first coordinate of R”. In the above notations we substitute 
O(n) and X by G and F, respectively. Then one sees that [r’] and [T;] are 
respectively the first and second Stiefel-Whitney classes of the O(Fz)-bundle. 
Theorem 15. The differential d,: H,(B, H,(X, Z,))+ H,__,(B, H,+,(X, Z,)) of 
the Serre spectral sequence of the O[n)-bundle X+ E+ B is given by 
where w, and w2 are the first and the second Stiefel-Whitney classes of E. The 
product n eA(xj is the composition-product defined in Proposition 11 and n is the 
cap-product associated to the Pontrjagin product of the induced SO(n)-space 
x. cl 
We finish by the determination of the qth secondary classes of Grassman 
manifold. Let Gp(R’l+p) be the Grassmann manifolds of all p-plans of lR’l+p with 
its natural O(n + p)-structure. It is the left operation of O(n + p) on the right 
quotient of O(n f p) by O(n) x O(p). Modulo the Pontrjagin product it suffices 
to compute the class 6~(G,(lR’f’P)). 
Proposition 16. For the left natural 0( I)-structure on G#R”‘“) all the classes 
O~(G,(lR”‘p)) are zero. 
Proof. Choose a flag of hyperplanes 
ocu,c*= ’ c u,*+p_* c lR”+p , 
where dimension U,. = i and such that the first coordinate of R”fp is zero on 
u n+p-1’ This flag is O(l)-invariant. Then in the associated Shubert decomposition 
[4] each Shubert cycle is invariant. This implies that the O(l)-operation on 
homology is trivial. It results from Proposition 13 that the class 
e(c) E H”@(l), Hy+,(Gp(~‘l+p, Q)) = H,I+,(Gp(IW”+p, &)) 
is zero for each CE HJGp(R ‘lfp, Z,)). As Z2 is a field, we deduce from the exact 
sequence of Theorem 5 that B~(G,([w”‘“)) is in fact an element of 
Hom(H,(G,([W”+P, z,)), Hq+,(Gp(~‘*ip, Z,))) . 
This element is zero because it is the sum of the classes e(c;) for any basis {(c,)} 
of Hq(Gp(R’l+p, ii&)). q 
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